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A: To add to bmk3507's comment, I did get rid of
the Generic USB Audio interface after the Mac

updated. There's a few things to try: Remove USB
Audio Interface. Swap with a different input/mic.

Your settings are corrupted somehow, try a reinstall.
The present invention relates to a method of

reproducing a clock signal used in a
recording/reproducing apparatus and a

recording/reproducing apparatus for carrying out
the same. In a digital versatile disc (DVD) recorder,

a pulse signal has to be reproduced in order to
synchronize with data reproducing. Therefore, in the
DVD recorder, a clock signal reproduced by a clock
reproducing part for reproducing the data recorded
on a recording medium is used as a reference clock
signal for reproducing data by a data reproducing
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part. There are various formats for recording and
reproducing data on and from a recording medium
including the DVD recorder, for example, DVD-RW,
DVD-RAM, etc. The DVD-RAM, etc. has a formatting
method which is referred to as ATIP (absolute time

information (ATAPI command) packet. The ATIP
method has a layout format in which an address

(PAT area) where the absolute time information is
recorded, a recording point for the absolute time
information, a generation number of the absolute

time information, a generation number for the
absolute time information after being recorded and

a generation number for a next PAT area are
sequentially recorded from a lead-in area in which

an area is reserved for displaying a disc. The
recording point of the absolute time information is a

position at which a generation number for the
absolute time information is recorded. Since the

generation number for the absolute time
information recorded in the PAT area after the

absolute time information is recorded is included in
the absolute time information itself, a generation

number of the absolute time information recorded in
the same area is recorded in the absolute time

information. The absolute time information includes
time information indicating absolute time in hours,

minutes and seconds. In the DVD recorder, to
reproduce the absolute time information from the
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recorded absolute time information, a generation
number included in the absolute time information

after being recorded is compared with a generation
number included in the absolute time information
itself. The absolute time information is reproduced
by using the absolute time information after being
compared. In the DVD recorder, in reproduction, if

the absolute time information has been recorded in
an area other than the PAT area, it is necessary to

reproduce the absolute
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